Momentous Event

This little volume sets forth in orderly and eminently readable fashion what most Calvinistic
teachers believe concerning the Second Advent and questions related thereto. With orthodox
Christians of every age, the author holds that our Lords return will be personal, visible, sudden
and unexpected, glorious and triumphant. Of three views styled respectively
post-millennialism, pre-millennialism and non-millennialism, he advocates the last named as
scriptural and shows that it has been maintained by a large majority of the Fathers and
Reformers of the Church. In two valuable chapters dealing with the interpretation of prophecy,
he points out that the literalist view leads logically to absurdities and is not adopted by the
writers of the New Testament, who specifically state that many of the Old Testament
predictions have been fulfilled, albeit in a spiritual sense... A general consideration of N.T.
teaching on the subject, is followed by a more detailed review of the doctrine of the Gospels,
Epistles and Apocalypse, special attention being devoted to the significance of the millennium
of Revelation chapter 20. Here is a book that will well repay study by those who seek to
understand truth that is basic to Christian faith and hope.
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Momentous Event

momentous: very important : having great or lasting importance — momentous in important,
consequential a momentous decision a momentous event If you refer to a decision, event, or
change as momentous, you mean that it is very important, often because of the effects that it
will have in the future. momentous - Dictionary Definition : momentous event synonyms,
antonyms, English dictionary, English language, definition, see also
moment,momentum,monstrous,momentary, Reverso Momentous - definition of momentous
by The Free Dictionary act four scene 2 The momentous event would be the weddings that
take place off-stage. Momentous Event, by Imrogue Poeticous Synonyms for momentous at
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definition and meaning Collins English Dictionary momentous. Momentous describes an
important event or moment in time. It is used for a time of great consequence or for a major
accomplishment, and is almost always reserved for good things.
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